2	BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
From an early age both of them were fearless riders,
and Constance especially was famous for her daring
on land and sea. I remember hearing from her father
that on one occasion when he returned from one of
his arctic exploration voyages and his little yacht
lay in Sligo Bay, Constance came out in a canoe half
full of water to greet him. The sailors implored him
to break up the canoe in which she was risking her
life. But it would have been useless; she did not
know what fear meant, and could not be dragooned
into ' safety first/ Constance's younger brother tells
this story also: ' I saw the following Rob Roy canoe
episode myself. The steamer Justin, bound for Sligo
from Philadelphia, ran ashore on the Wheaten Rock,
outside the Bay. I walked over to see the work of
lightening to refloat the ship, and I hadn't been there
long before Constance came sailing round Raughley
Point in the canoe, much to the amazement of all
the men, who stopped work to stare. This was full
Atlantic.' I have often been taken by Constance
and Eva on wild expeditions in a pony-cart with ram-
shackle harness, tearing over rough and stony ground
at a speed that would cause the hair of an ordinary
quiet person to rise, but neither of them were ever
the least perturbed, and the ponies seemed to enjoy
the joke. Both she and Eva had some mysterious
sympathy with horses. No wonder both could draw
and paint them so well. Constance built up in this
healthy outdoor life a magnificent constitution which
enabled her to stand the strain and stress of later life.
Eva, on the other hand, was always very delicate, but
she too developed the capacity of standing hardships
from which stronger people would shrink. This was
useful later when she organized and spoke at cam-
paigns of outdoor meetings in Northern England in
the midst of winter snow and fog.

